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1. TNTR~D~cTI~N 
Let A’ be a real Banach space, and consider the mathematical program 
min{f(x)Ig,(x)dO, iEI,h,(x)=O,jEJ), (9) 
where f, hi: X+ [w are locally Lipschitz functions, the functions gi: X+ [w 
are convex continuous, and Z, J denote finite index sets. When J= @ and 
f is convex, we obtain the problem studied in [l-3]. There, “multi-set” 
necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality (which have come to be 
known as the “BBZ conditions”) are obtained. The purpose of this note is 
to extend the BBZ necessary conditions to the case J# 0. In Section 4, we 
give multiset necessary and sufficient conditions for the convex program, 
which are sn-nilar to the BBZ conditions, but use the convex cone Dz of 
directions of nonascent, instead of the usually nonconvex 0; of directions 
of constancy. 
2. NOTATION 
Our notation follows closely that of Refs. [l-3]. For any function 
g : X -+ [w, and x E X, D[ (x) denotes the cone of directions of constancy for 
g at x, defined by 
D;(x)= (dEXj3A >Osuch that O<cc<A =sg(x+crd)= g(x)}. 
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The cone D:(x) of directions ofnonascent off at x and the cone D,‘(x) 
of directions ofdescent are similarly defined, by replacing = with 6, <, 
respectively, in the definition of D;(x). 
Let {fiIiEsZ} b e a family of functions. For simplicity (when there is no 
possibility of confusion), we write D,:(x) instead of Of;(x), and we write 
0s; (x) instead of ni, R D,‘(x). X’ denotes the dual of X, and for any cone 
K E X, K* denotes the positive dual cone of K, defined by 
If x E X is feasible for 9, Z(x) denotes the index set for the inequality con- 
straints binding at x, that is, Z(x) = {iElI g,(x) =O}. Finally, if g: X-+ R is 
any function locally Lipschitz at XE X, dg(x) denotes the generalized 
gradient of g at x [4]. 
3. MULTI-SET NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
From now on, x0 will denote a point in X feasible for 9’. For any 
Sz EZ(X,), we denote by s” the complement of Sz in Z(xO). Thus, 
d = Z(x,)\O. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x0 be a point locally optimal for 9, and let Q G Z(x,). 
Then there exist A, 2 0, i E (0) u s’i, and uj, je J, such that not all of the A, 
and uj are zero, and such that 
AO af(X,) + C 2, ~gi(Xo) + 1 ujahj(x,) 
I 
n CD~(XO)I* Z D. (3.1) 
isO JEJ 
Proof: Set Q = (x E X1 g,(x) 6 0, iE Sz}. Since x0 is locally optimal for 
9, it is locally optimal for the problem 
min{f(x)Ig,(x)<O,iEZ\~,h,(x)=O, jEJ,xEQ}. 
By Theorem 1 of [4], there exist nonnegative &,, Ai, ie Z\s2, and C(~, 
jE J, such that these scalars are not all zero and 
20 af(Xo) + C 1-i agi(X,) + 1 uj ahj(x,) n -NQ(~o) # 0, 
it I\f? jSJ 1 
Ai g,h) = 0 for all i E Z\52, 
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where NQ(xo) is the normal cone to the convex set Q at x0, as per convex 
analysis. The theorem now follows from noting that 
and that 
Remark. Note that the theorem remains valid if Dz (x0) is replaced by 
DE (x0), or even by Dz (x,), in (3.1). This is because [D,” (x0)] * c_ 
[D;(xO]*, and [D,“(xO)]* E [D;(xO)]*. 
4. THE CONVEX CASE 
In this section, the objective f of LY’ is assumed convex and continuous, 
and J= Qr. Thus, 9 reduces to a convex program, for which Ben-Israel et 
al., have obtained the following necessary and sufficient conditions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be convex and J= a. Then x0 is optimal for 9 if 
and only if, for all 52 G Z(x,), there exist nonnegative Ai, i E d u (O}, not all 
zero, such that 
& ~fh) + 1 4 &i(xO) n CD;(xdl* Z Izr. 
1 
(4.1) 
ieD 
From Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we immediately obtain the following : 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let f be convex and J= @ in 9. Then x0 is optimal for 
9 if and only if, for all Q G 1(x,), there exist A,, iE 4 u {0}, not all zero, 
such that 
&af(x,)+ 1 ~i~gi(Xo) 1 nCG2h)l*flZI. (4.2) ief2 
Though it is doubtful that (4.2) has any practical advantage over (4.1) 
it is nevertheless, of some theretical interest for the following reason. Both 
characterizations of optimality have a primal form (see, for example, 
[l-3]) in which the optimality condition is phrased in terms of the inter- 
section of a certain collections of cones being empty. The primal form for 
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(4.1) uses the cone of constancy 0; (x0), which is in general nonconvex. In 
contrast, Dz(xO) is always a convex cone. 
The following example shows that depending on which characterization 
of optimality one uses, one may end up with different “restricted” 
Lagrangian multipliers iii (for some subsets 52 of 1(x,)). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the problem 
min f(x) = x, subject to 
g,(x) = -x1 GO 
&(x)=x:+x:- 160 
g3(x)= 1 +x,<o 
gJx)= 1 -x,+x,dO. 
The feasible set is ((x,, - 1,0) 1 x1 3 1 }, and the optimal solution is 
x0.= (1, - l,O), I(+) = (2, 3,4}, and some of the cones of constancy, 
nonascent at x0, are 
Dg=(xo)= (dl d,=d,=O} 
D,“(x,,)={dl d,>Oord,=d,=O} 
II;( {dl d2=0} 
0:(x0)= {dl d,dO}. 
Now, if we take 52 = { 2}, we see that the Lagrange multipliers li = 1, 
i = 0, 3, 4, satisfy Theorem 4.1, but not Corollary 4.1. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The necessary optimality conditions of [l-3] have been extended to 
problems with additional nonlinear functional equality constraints, begin- 
ning with a well-known theorem of Clarke [4]. In the absence of the 
equality constraints, multi-set necessary and sufficient conditions similar to 
those of [l-3], but using the convex cone of directions of nonascent, are 
given. An example is given to highlight some -differences between the two 
sets of optimality conditions. 
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